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HAPPY MARCH FROM VENICE!
INSIDE THIS ISSUE:
Salve, VSCL, and Happy Ides! If you read the last MM, you may
"What National Convention Activity
remember me saying this edition is my best one yet and that is because
Should You Participate In Based On
this issue is dedicated National Convention! The 2021 NJCL
Your Netflix Original Series
Convention was supposed to be hosted by San Diego State University,
Obsession?" - 2
but will now be virtual from July 24th to 29th. As much as I would love
Upcoming Events - 5
to see you all in San Diego, I hope that this more accessible and
affordable option allows more of you all to attend. Regardless, there
Nugae - 5
are many opportunities available for SCLers, which you can learn
more about in the very exciting article "What National Convention Activity Should You Participate In
Based On Your Netflix Original Series Obsession?" created by yours truly. I may have put in a little
something extra for our JCL kiddos because I know that they are super jealous of our shenanigans and
feel left out. *Please note this article was written before the announcement of NJCL Convention going
virtual, so the events may not pertain specifically to this year's convention.
Before you enjoy this edition, please stay tuned in our group chats and on our social media pages for
more information about our State Finals Certamen on April 24th.
Happy Ides!
Kashi Nikore
VSCL Editor
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WHAT NATIONAL CONVENTION
ACTIVITY SHOULD YOU PARTICIPATE
IN BASED ON YOUR NETFLIX
ORIGINAL SERIES OBSESSION?
SCL EDITION
Dealing with dark magic can be hard, I
mean just ask Sabrina of The Chilling
Adventures of Sabrina. If this is your go-to
show, fight the darkness at convention by
being a dutiful chaperone and upstanding
adult figure for JCLers.

Those of you whose Spotify Wrapped
consisted of songs from Julie and the
Phantoms, transition that passion for
music and entertainment by participating
in That’s Entertainment, as apart of an
SCL skit or stage crew (we love them!)

If The Crown is your cup of tea, maybe
try applying your leadership in SCL
office as a state or national officer. Or
just be a respectful and/or outspoken
SCL’er at Nom Com.
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WHAT NATIONAL CONVENTION
ACTIVITY SHOULD YOU PARTICIPATE
IN BASED ON YOUR NETFLIX
ORIGINAL SERIES OBSESSION?
SCL EDITION CONTINUED
There is no doubt the world is obsessed
with Bridgerton, but have you ever thought
about being the Lady Whistledown of
NJCL Convention? Consider writing for the
Convention Ear to display your observant
and witty nature for all that attend.

If you knew nothing about chess before,
surely that changed after watching
The Queen’s Gambit. Apply that patience
and attention to detail by helping
facilitate Ludi & Olympika.

Cobra Kai fans love that the legacy of
The Karate Kid lives on, begging the
question of “what is your legacy?” Might
I suggest coaching your state’s certamen
team to build up the next generation of
hyper-buzzers?
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One of the main themes of Raising Dion
is “Nerds Rule” which is exactly why
watchers of it are the perfect candidates
to participate in Academic Contests.

If you don’t mind wrangling a
bunch of screaming kids
together like DJ from Fuller
House, then you’re the perfect
person to help lead your state
in the Spirit Contest.

Malibu Rescue: The Series fans watch
lifeguards every day, and do well
under pressure. They should consider
a Creative Arts contest to showcase
their unique skillsets.

Nailed It’s biggest
fans should try
something in the
Graphic Arts
contest!
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I know my Boss Baby: Back in
Business fans will want to make
as much money as possible, so
might I consider selling
classical merch at Agora?
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UPCOMING EVENTS
(CLICK HERE TO ACCESS OUR GOOGLE CALENDAR)

STATE FINALS CERTAMEN [VIRTUAL] ON APRIL 24TH
State Finals is an official SCL run certamen, so we will need all the help we can get.
If you are interested and able to help, please contact Matt Nelson (president.vscl@gmail.com)
so we can rely on your support.
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